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The big news this week is Europe, the euro, and the volatility in yesterday’s market. But the jobs 
report, just out, is extremely good. The number of private jobs created was more that 130k over 
consensus and the February and March job data were revised up over 50k each. It is true that the 
unemployment rate rose to 9.9%, but that was because of an increase in job seekers, as household 
employment also increased.

The exact cause of yesterday’s massive sell-off and recovery is yet to be determined, but there were 
some extraordinary deals when the Dow plunged below 10,000, Treasury yields plummeted and oil 
fell. During the plunge, the 10-year U.S. government bond touched 3.26%, about 75 bps cheaper 
than its high reached in early April and WTI oil fell below $75. The good fallout from the plunge is 
that it delays the day the Fed will have to tighten, lowers oil and other import costs, and makes the 
projected valuation of U.S. stocks even cheaper. At yesterday’s bottom, 10-year TIPs fell to 1.15% and 
since current estimates of S&P 500 Index earnings for 2010 are over $81 (and I think that is conserva-
tive), the market is now valued at about 13.14 times 2010 earnings. This gives an earnings yield (the 
reciprocal of the P-E ratio and the best estimate of the real return on the market) of 7.6%, which is an 
extraordinary 6.45% above the comparable TIPs yield. Rarely do investors obtain an equity premium 
as high as this which is one reason why buyers flooded into the market.

We have spoken extensively about the problems in Europe. The euro was extended to too many 
countries which now have no easy way to exit the eurozone. These economies will stagnate for years 
unless they leave the euro and adopt their own currency. But their problems are not our problems; 
only 13.6% of our exports go to eurozone and only 12.7% of our imports come from eurozone coun-
tries. Nor are Europe’s problems Asia’s problems, as the Far East is leading the world’s economic 
recovery. And, as mentioned in the last newsletter, central banks now have few choices beyond the 
dollar for holding their liquid reserves. This is long-run bullish for the US equity markets.

In all the debate on what type of recovery the U.S. is having, glance at the change in monthly payroll 
shown on the following page. It looks like the letter “V” to me. And the labor market was supposed 
to be the last to respond to the economic recovery. Certainly we have a long way to go to recoup the 
9 million lost jobs. But I find it hard to complain about the progress we’ve made so far.
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